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True Love Imagined Collection

Guest Author Collection

An Ordinary Day is the first story of how
Kate and Michael meet in a rain storm and
realize that they have found true love.

Why We Sail is John D. Norton’s nautical
story that captures the marvels of sailing in this
compelling story of why he sails.

The Meadow is the story of how Kate fell in
love with Michael while they were having a
picnic in the lush, green summer meadow.

EdwardianCollection

The Dance occurs at the Dickens Festival
Victorian Ball where their first waltz is utterly
captivating, and Kate’s life changes forever.

Kate’s Dream is a dream/nightmare where
Kate finds herself in an mental asylum and is
delivered by a mysterious man and his music.

The Rescue is the story of how the couple
rescues a run-away horse in a thunder storm
and how it changes their lives.

The Shadow Dragon is a dream where Kailey is
being pursued by a fierce dragon. Can she reach
the safety of the monastery ruins in time?

The Reluctant Song explores the frustration
of composing, the healing power of the forest
and the faith.

The Plea is an Edwardian mystery where Dr.
Alexander receives a plea for help from a woman
on a white horse in the moonlit manor grounds.

Tempestuous Dream tells of a ship wreck, a
daring rescue by a seashore community, and
the unbearable loss of loved ones.

Aurora’s Secret is an Edwardian mystery where
Kate meets a grieving daughter at a funeral and
receives a mysterious key and secret.

The Secret Room uncovers an unsolved 19th
Century mystery as the couple restores their
new English country home.

Reckless Grief captures Katie’s grief over the
loss of her parents as she sails on the S.S. St
Louis to become a duchess of her father’s estate.

The Fight is the story of the couple’s first fight
and the tragic results of hurtful words and
running away from conflict.

The Duel between Lord Treverton and Lord
Van Arndt is the result of a stolen kiss on the
dance floor with a capitvating woman.

Children’s Collection
The Boy Who Was Loved by the Wind is an
allegory about a boy who does not believe the
Wind is real.

Coming Soon
One Life is the joining of two lives into one
as the couple shares their simple wedding with
family and friends.
Heart to Heart captures the romance of the
couple’s wedding dance where they are bound
together forever heart to heart.

Poetry2Music Collection
Terrible Love is a Christian poem by Jean
Noah set to hauntingly-beautiful music that
shows her transparent relationship with God.

A Grateful Heart is Kate’s recognition of the
simple things in life on her horse farm and how
true love makes one’s life rich.
The Golden Hour is a boat ride on the lake
during the golden hour where the beauty of the
moment rekindles their love.
The Fire shows the power of true love, the
support of friends and the faith to overcome a
tragic fire on the farm.
The Fearful Dog stands in the pouring rain
night after night at the couple’s house hoping to
be rescued.
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